CHORIOG: LARRY & MARG CLARK, 24 HERITAGE COURT, FALL RIVER, NOVA SCOTIA CANADA, B2T1E7 TEL 1-902-860-0886

RECORD: WINDSOR 4519-A "CECILIA"

FOOTWORK: DIRECTIONS FOR MAN, LADY’S FOOTWORK OPPOSITE, EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE NOTED ();

LEVEL: ROUNDELAB PHASE III CHA-CHA

SEQUENCE: ABAC,ABAC,AB END SPEED-43-44

INTRO

1-4 WAIT; WAIT; TRAVELLING DOOR;
1-2 FACE PARTNER & WALL IN BFY, WAIT 2 MEAS;,
3-4 RK SD L,REC L,XLIF,SD R,XLIF; RK SD R,REC L,XRIF,SD L,XRIF;

PART A

1-4 VIN 2 FC TO FC; VIN 2 BK TO BK;(OPEN/LOD) SLIDING DOOR.;TWICE
1-2 SD L,XRIF,SD L,CLO R,SD L TRNG I/2 L TO BK TO BK POSN;
SD R,XLIF,SD R,CLO L,SD R TRNG I/2 R TO OPEN/LOD;
3-4 RK APT L,REC R RELEASING HNDS,XLIF CHNG SDS,XLIF:{WXIF OF M}
RK APT R,REC L,XRIF,SD L,XRIF;

5-8 CIRCLE AWAY & TOG CHA.;:[BJO] BOLERO WHEEL 6;:[BFY/W]
5-6 TOWRD COH TRN LF (W/RF) FWD L,FWD R,FWD R/FWD R/FWD L TRNG TO FC;
FWD R,FWD L,FWD R/FWD L/FWD R:[BJO]
7-8 W/L ARMS RAISED,RT ARMS ARND PARTNER,CIRCLE RT/FC, FWD L,FWD R;
FWD L/FWD R/FWD L; FWD R,FWD L,FWD R/FWD L/FWD R:[BFY/W]

PART B

1-4 FULL BASIC;: NEW YORKER;:TWICE
1-2 FWD L,REC R,SD L/CLO R/SD L; BK R,REC L,SD R/CLO L/SD R;
3-4 TOWND REV,LD HNDS JND, THRU L WITH STRAIGHT LEG TRNG TO SD BY SD POSN
REC R TRNG TO FC PTNR, SD L/CLO R/SD L; TOWRD LOD W TRAILG HNDS JND
THRU R WITH STRAIGHT LEG TRNG TO SD BY SD POSN,REC L TRNG TO FC PTNR,
SD R/CLO L/SD R;

5-8 CHASE-PEEK-A-BOO;:[BFY]
5-6 FWD L TRNG I/2 RF,REC R,FWD L/CLO R/FWD L TWD COH;(W BK R,REC L,
FWD R/CLO R/FWD R) SD R LOOKING OVR L SHldr,REC L,IN PL R/L/R;
7-8 (W RK SD L & TAP MAN ON L SHLDR,REC R,IN PL L/R/L)SD L LOOKING OVR
R SHLDR,REC R, IN PL L/R/L;(W RK SD R & TAP M ON R SHLDR,REC L
IN PL L/R/L)FWD R TRNG I/2 LF,REC L,FWD R/CLO L/FWD R:[BFY]
(W FWD L,REC R,BK L/CLO R/BK L)

REPEAT PART A

PART C

1-4 SHOULDER TO SHOULDER;:TWICE I/2 CRAB;: CRAB WALK;
1-2 FWD L TO BFY S/CAR,REC R TO FC,SD L/CLO R/SD L; FWD R TO BFY BJO,
REC L TO FC,SD R/CLO L/SD R;
3-4 FWD L,REC R,SD L/CLO R/SD L; XRIF,SD L/XRIF/SD L;

5-8 CRAB WALK; SPOT TURN:[BFY] FENCE LINE;:TWICE[BFY]
5-6 SD L,XRIF L/XRIF/SD L; XRIF TRNG ON XING FT I/2,REC L CONT TRN
TO FC PTNR,SD R/CLO L/SD R;
7-8 X LUNGE L WITH BENT KNEE LOOKING TO REV, REC R TRNG TO FC PTNR,
SD L/CLO R/SD L; X LUNGE R WITH BENT KNEE LOOKING TO LOD,REC
L TRNG TO FC PTNR, SD R/CLO L/SD R;

REPEAT ABAC & AB

END

1-4 TRAVELLING DOOR;: CUCARACHA; RK SD REC, CHA CHA POINT;
1-2 REPEAT MEAS 3-4 OF INTRO TO BFY/W;
3-4 SD L,REC R,CLO L/STEP R/STEP L:[IN PL] RK SD R,REC L,STEP IN PL R,
IN PL L,POINT R TO REV: